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Abstract—Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are a combination of various mobile nodes where these mobile nodes communicate to each other. These mobile nodes are controlled by without any central node. Mobile ad-hoc networks have various set of applications such as- it is diverse, ranging from small, mobility, high bandwidth and highly static & dynamic networks. A mobile ad-hoc network has some basic needs such as – a distributed algorithm to establish a structure & organization of a network, link scheduling between mobile nodes, and packet switching technique. Author proposed a comparison simulation work of different types of routing protocols such as Dynamic state routing (DSR), Fisheye State Routing (FSR) and Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) protocols by a network simulator (NS-2). In this paper, routing protocols (DSR, HSR & FSR) are discussed and compared in different points such as packets delivery technique, average routing head and throughput.

Index Terms—Mobile ad-hoc network, DSR, FSR, & HSR routing protocol

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad-hoc networks are a collection of various wireless mobile nodes, where these wireless mobile nodes are organized and configured by themselves. The structure of the network can change dynamically as shown in fig. 1 considering bus topology. A bus topology, all mobile nodes are connected via network and utilize the same wireless channel by randomly. In bus topology, every node works as a host node and routers, which routes the data from one node to other node. A mobile ad hoc network can transmit a data packet from sender to receiver node without using any fixed network like LAN, MAN and topologies. The main objective of MANET is, each mobile node works as a router and to search a best routing path between source nodes to destination node for a message transmission. Every mobile node in a MANET is free to move independently in any location, and change its links to other devices. MANET protocols provide an emerging, powerful and reliable technology for various areas such as civilian, military, education and communication applications. Basically mobile ad-hoc network is a Latin word where it means in networking "for this purpose".

The basic challenges in MANET is, each mobile node continuously maintain the information and properly route the traffic between sender and receiver. This network may be connected to the large network like internet and operated by them. A mobile ad-hoc network has a routable networking environment, where a link layer of OSI model is used on top of ad-hoc network [1].

A. Wireless Mobile Network Models

A wireless networks are divided into two parts, a first part is known as infrastructure networks, where every mobile node acts as a base station. In wireless communication system, every mobile node can transfers the message to neighbour mobile node with the fix range; this node is called base station. Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) is a best example of wireless network. In an infrastructure network, all mobile nodes can communicates to each other via any inter connection network such as bus & ring topology, LAN and WAN as shown in fig. 1. Infrastructure network means, any new node can join network, communication between two nodes can change with time, and any existing node can leave this network [2].
The second part of Wireless network is called as infrastructure less mobile network, it is also known as an Ad hoc Network. Without any infrastructure or base network, all nodes can move freely from one place to another place. A topology may change the nodes dynamically over time and these nodes have their own infrastructure or base as shown in Fig. 2. Example of MANET applications widely used in various field such as, military applications, disaster relief applications, seminar or conferences, wireless communication, digital communication and logistics etc [10]. In ad-hoc network, it is a very difficult task to find a best route between two nodes using routing protocol due to their high dynamic topology and without any central node. Routing protocol structure depends upon various factors like throughput, mobility, high bandwidth, scheduling, and packet delivery etc. There are many purposes of a routing protocol such as fully distributed system, stable network, and a loop less transmission and reduced the collisions in network.

![Fig.2. Infrastructure less Network](image)

### B. Objective of this paper

The objective of this paper is, to simulate the performance comparison between different routing protocols (DSR, FSR & HSR) based on their performance such as, throughput, average routing head and packet delivery. This simulation work could be done through network simulator NS-2. This simulation work to implement a wireless network system, routing protocols and also to search the many problems during message routing such as packet delay, looping, link scheduling and minimum collisions. In ad hoc network, data packets may travel from one node to another node until they reach their destination. A routing protocols to perform a stable, correct and shortest routing path between two mobile nodes in ad-hoc network. A mobile ad-hoc network have some important areas [4]:

- Structure of a mobile ad-hoc network.
- Security purpose in mobile ad hoc network.
- Implementation and simulation of routing protocol.
- To proposed the performance comparison through simulation.

### II. RELATED WORK

#### A. MOBILE ADHOC NETWORK (MANET) ROUTING PROTOCOLS

A routing protocol is to discover and maintain the minimum routing path from source to destination in ad-hoc network network. The main objective of ad-hoc network is, to perform a shortest, accurate and efficient connection between two mobile nodes and, it also to perform a correct and timely delivery of message between source node to destination. In ad-hoc network, a routing protocol finds a shortest path for data packet delivering and also delivers it to correct destination. A routing protocol has following three types [2]:

- Table driven
- On-demand
- Hybrid

#### B. TYPES OF MANET PROTOCOLS

There are three main routing protocols used in mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) such as- Table driven, On demand & Hybrid protocol. But according to the network structure a routing protocol can be divided as- Flat routing, Hierarchical routing and Geographic routing [2].

1. Table driven (Proactive Protocol): This protocol is also known as proactive protocol, for ex. FSR and WRP protocols. These protocols are also known as linked state protocol, because every mobile node contains the routing information about any other network node using by a periodic routing technique. Proactive routing protocols are generally used with very high average overhead due to the routing. Some protocols are comes in this category for ex. - Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV), Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP), and Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) etc. [4].

   i. Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV): DSDV protocol is a table-driven protocol. A modified version of the Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) Algorithm is known as DSDV protocol. DSDV protocol (DBF algorithm) is successfully used in data packet switching techniques. In DSDV, a mobile node must be send a series number to neighbour node and this serial number is continously incremented by two other mobile nodes and passed along with other routing update messages to all nearest mobile nodes.

   ii. Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP): A wireless routing protocol is also known as distance vector protocol; it is used to send a message between two mobile nodes in wireless network system. Wireless protocol explain the distance routing system between source to destination by using three techniques:-

- WRP protocols transfer a message rather than interchange the entire routing table, when there is no link
changes. In wireless protocol, a distance, destination, and the predecessor node ID contains by the path-vector tuples.

- It can improve a reliability in data packet switching, where every nearest node must be send acknowledgments for received data packets. If any case acknowledgements are not received within the fixed time period then data packets will be retransmitted.
- A source to destination path is calculated recursively by the predecessor node by using ID information [7].

iii. Fisheye State Routing (FSR): FSR protocol is also known as link state proactive protocol. FSR protocol explain a network (topology or LAN) map or ad-hoc network at every node level. A network (topology) map is to used to decrease the overhead incurred process using control data packets. Fisheye routing protocol improves the algorithm of a link state routing techniques by using following methods:

- In FSR, only nearest nodes can transmit the link state information to next node.
- A link state information can transmit in time-triggered process. And it can be transmits the all linked based information at every node level.
- It can be used different time slots in data transmission for the different accesses in the routing list.

iv. Hierarchical State Routing: Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) is a combination of logical partitioning and multilevel clustering of mobile nodes. In HSR protocol, a network is devided into various clusters where a cluster-head selected as in a cluster-based algorithm. A cluster-head contains its cluster’s information and it can send the information to nearest cluster-heads by using interconnection network like gateway. Cluster-head is a member of cluster at a higher level and it can transmit their link information at the summarized lower-level.

2. On-demand (Reactive Protocol): On-demand Protocols are also called as reactive protocols. These types of protocols does not contain a permanent routing table in data routing techniques, because all data path are generated by the source node on demand. Reactive protocols are examine the routing paths, when data transmission techniques are required. Ex.— AODV, DSR.

i. Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocols are also called as unicast reactive routing protocol for MANET. AODV protocol contains the routing information about the active paths as a reactive routing protocol. In AODV, routing tables used the routing information at each node level, where each node keeps the information to a next data routing table, it generates the information from source to destination for a route discovery operation[12]. If a routing table has not been used or reactivated for a pre-specified expiration, it will be expired. If a mobile node wants to send a message to the next node but a a path is not available on network, then it can perform a operation for data packet transmission called route discovery. [3].

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is followed by the source routing concept. Dynamic protocol is a pure reactive routing protocol. DSR protocols have two important phases: route discovery and route maintenance [8].

In DSR, when a sender node wants to transmit a data packet to receiver mobile node; at first this sender node performs a route cache operation for data transmission. If a route is available on the network, then data packets will be transmitted. Otherwise, sender node generates a routing process by using a broadcasting route request techniques called route discovery operation.

3. Hybrid Protocols: A hybrid routing protocol is a combination of active and passive routing protocols, and it is also known as hierarchical routing. Hybrid protocol is generally used in clustered network application. In HSR protocol, all nodes of a network are combined into various small clusters form a small network to large network. A cluster routing are used by two cluster methods intra cluster and inter-cluster. When all nodes of a network are usually used in proactive protocol called intra cluster routing. An inter-cluster routing is generally used by on-demand protocol for ex. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [5].

Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is a common hybrid routing protocol. This protocol is a combination of two (proactive and reactive) routing protocols. In zone routing protocol, a network distributes into small networks called routing zones, where every switching device works like a central device. The whole network is a collection of various overlapping zones. An overlapping zone has two zones- IntrAzone Routing Protocol (IARP) and IntErzone Routing Protocol (IERP). IntrAzone Routing Protocol (IARP) is works as a proactive routing protocol and it’s containing the information of the topology of zone. IntErzone Routing Protocol performs the responsibility and detects the universal data path with a destination node besides the routing. ZRP protocols reduce the latency caused in reactive protocols by using route discovery and also reduce the control overhead of proactive protocols [5]. A ZRP protocol has three routing zone protocols:

- BRP(Border cast Resolution Protocol)
- IARP
- IER

III. PROPOSED PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

Simulation Parameters

In this simulation, we have selected 10 nodes for 500x500 square meter with two dimensional (2D) rectangles areas. All mobile nodes are represented in 2D grid with X-axis and Y-axis, where X-axis and Y-axis is represented the range (0,500). In ad-hoc network, a mobile node can moves from one location to another location at a constant speed. And a
mobile node can moves from one location to another location at a constant speed. And a mobile node can also disconnect the data transmission with a fix pause time (.01 sec.). In a random destination point router node select the next transmission function of mobile node. The simulation parameters are shown below

**TABLE 1  PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION WORK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Mobile nodes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Simulation Timing</td>
<td>500 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Size of network</td>
<td>500*500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pause Time</td>
<td>0.01 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Traffic</td>
<td>Constant Bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Data Packet Size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Routing Protocols</td>
<td>DSR, FSR, HSR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Numbers of nodes (10) – We have select 10 nodes for this simulations work where each node is constant  
2) Total simulation time (500 sec.) – We have analyze the total simulation time 500 sec. between starting and ending of simulation.  
3) Routing protocol – DSR, FSR & HSR.  
4) Network size (500*500) – Network size represents number of nodes with the size of 500*500 square area that nodes are moving one place to another place. Network size defined the connectivity between two nodes.  
5) Pause time (0.01 sec) – Node’s pause time is .01 sec..  
6) Traffic type – Constant Bit Rate.  
7) Packet size- 512 bytes.

**IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN DSR, FSR AND HSR PROTOCOLS**

This simulation work is focusing on the performance comparison of DSR, FSR and HSR routing protocol. We simulates these protocols according to various data transmission factors such as- average overhead, best routing speed or throughput and data transmission ratio.

1. Average Routing Head (ARH): In average routing head, we have proposed a random direction model for routing to generate the highest routing average overhead as compared to other mobility model.

2. Packet Delivery Ratio: In data transmission ratio or (PDR), a Random data model performs a good performance in data switching technique from source to destination by using the given pause time (.01 sec), where this model (random) can change their location at every time.

3. Throughput: In throughput metrics, routing performance of DSR, FSR, and HSR routing protocols is related to the pause time parameter (0.01 sec.), where FSR protocols is gives best throughput as compared to other protocols (HSR & FSR).
In this paper, we have proposed a comparison among DSR, FSR and HSR routing protocols with various metrics such as packet delivery ratio (PDR) between two nodes, throughput and average routing head (ARH). We have selected a scenario of 10 nodes. This simulation work of these protocols is done by NS2 simulator. We have observed that FSR protocol perform the better performance in throughput parameter than the DSR and HSR protocol and packet delivery ratio of HSR protocol is to be best in case of average routing head. We have analyzed that throughput and reliability are main parameters for selection and in this simulation FSR protocols gives the better outputs and results as compared to other protocols because its throughput is best among other protocols (HSR & FSR).
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